
SacRT Forward Network Plan



Timeline
•  February-March: Existing Conditions and “Choices Report” 

•  April-May: Public, Stakeholder and Board input  

•  June-September: Technical work on alternatives 

•  October-November: Public and Stakeholder input on future 
alternatives 

•  December – February 2019: Guidance from the Board, 
leading to a Draft and Final Network Plan 

•  2019-2020: Short Range Transit Plan and further public 
consultation on any proposed service changes 



Purpose of today’s discussion

•  Introduce you to some important principles and 
likely trade-offs. 

•  Give you a chance to ask questions about the 
Network Plan. 

•  Prepare you for future policy decisions that are likely 
to be difficult. 



What causes high ridership?
•  Focus on ridership relative to cost, i.e. “productivity” 

•  High productivity arises from a “four-legged stool”: 
–  Transit service 
–  Land Use 
–  Road Design 
–  Pricing 

 

•  You only control Transit Service and Transit Pricing. Don’t 
let yourself be blamed for the other legs. 



The Ridership Recipe
Frequent, all-day service… 
 
… following patterns of ... 

–  Density 
–  Walkability 
–  Linearity 
–  Proximity 

This is how you bring the most useful 
destinations within a reasonable travel time of 
the most people. 



Land Use Drivers of Ridership

•  Density 
•  Walkability 
•  Linearity 
•  Proximity 



Density How many people are going to and 
from the area around each stop? 

High 
ridership 

Lower 
ridership 



Walkability Can the people around the 
stop walk to the stop? 

High 
ridership 

Lower 
ridership 



Linearity Can transit run in straight lines that are 
useful to through-riders? 

Higher 
ridership, 
lower cost 

Lower 
ridership, 
higher cost 



Proximity 
Does transit have to cross long 
low-ridership gaps? 

Lower  
cost 

Higher 
cost 







Frequency: Hard to explain to people who 
don’t use transit much.

•  Elevators? 
•  Traffic signals? 

 

A gate at the 
end of your 
driveway that 
opens only once 
an hour??? 



 
– Shorter waits 

– Easier connections 

– Reduced impact of disruption 

High frequency means your ride is always 
coming soon.



Productivity and 
frequency relate in 
Sacramento…
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…and everywhere else.



0 2 4 miles

Weekday Peak

Every	15	minutes	or	be1er	
Every	20-30	minutes	
Every	60	minutes	



0 2 4 miles

Weekday Noon



0 2 4 miles

Weekday 7pm



0 2 4 miles

Saturday Noon



0 2 4 miles

Sunday Noon



Coverage by Frequent Service and Any Service



But is Higher Ridership What You 
Really Want?



A “plumber’s question”



Maximizing ridership means:

•  “Thinking like a business” 

•  Choosing which markets to enter, based on where your 
product can succeed (relative to your costs). 

•  This is not the same as meeting people’s needs or 
expectations. 



How should a transit agency allocate its 
resources? 

Fictional Urban Area 
 
Dots = residents and 
jobs 
 
You have 18 buses 



Ridership Goal “Maximum Ridership” 

Performance Measure: Productivity
 
Ridership relative to cost 

Think like a business, choosing 
which markets you will enter.   
 
The straight lines offer density, 
walkability, and an efficient transit 
path, so you focus service there. 
 
Because all 18 buses are focused 
on few lines, they are frequent. 
 



Coverage Goal “Some service for everyone” 

Performance Measure: Coverage
 
% of population and jobs near some service 
 
 

Think like a government service.  
Try to serve everyone, even 
those in expensive-to-serve 
places. 
 
The result is more routes 
covering everyone, but less 
frequency, more complexity, and 
lower ridership. 
 



Both goals are important,  
… but they lead opposite directions! 

Ridership Goal Coverage Goal



So it helps to choose a point on the spectrum … 

Ridership Goal Coverage Goal



Questions, hopes, corrections, 
concerns?


